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Copyright 1995-2011, MatWeb. All rights reserved. MatWeb is a registered trademark ofI'm all for lemons and more lemonade when it comes to developing iOS
apps. In our book, Writing iOS 8 Apps, we've demonstrated numerous techniques for using these tools to quickly and easily create a simple app. That said, there

are often times when it's just better to use the official Apple tools. When it comes to building long-term apps, it can actually be easier to use the tools Apple
provides. We've seen the community grow around the Apple Watch and while there are tons of resources to help you build your own apps to make use of these
new wearable devices, sometimes it makes more sense to use official iOS apps. The Apple Watch, for example, is a great device for rapid prototyping, but if you

actually want to create an app that can run on the device, you'll probably do more harm than good by writing your own. That doesn't mean you have to build
something for iOS 8 right off the bat; we wanted to take a moment to highlight some of the available tools that can be a good replacement for more basic tools,

whether it be Google's new app testing and optimization tools, Safari View Controller, or a web view. The Apple Watch will take a little while to get working in
Apple's own apps, but it's a good start Swift Playground and SpriteKit Swift Playground is, on the surface, just a playground. While it has features you'd find in

Xcode like breakpoints and the ability to debug your code, that's not why we first started using it. Swift Playground is an interface that lets you create your first
app with Swift in a drag-and-drop environment. You simply drag a view into the space and swipe your finger across it to add objects. It's not the easiest of tools
to use, but it works well for getting started. You can watch the Swift Playground tutorial videos to get a better idea of how it works. Once you learn how to use

the tool, you can use it to create an interface for watching a movie, or displaying a clock using the new ClockKit time framework. While it's not the fastest tool to
use, you can use Swift Playground to build these types of apps. Sprite Kit is a tool that lets you do what Swift Playground does. Instead of dragging views to

make a layout, you drag images to make 6d1f23a050
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